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Old Man
Winter
strikes again
Monday it appeared that Winona
was not out of the winter season
yet and the three-day weather
forecast didn't look any brighter.
were
advisories
Travelers'
broadcast in the early hours
Monday as approximately four
inches of snow fell on the Winona
area.
The National Weather Service
had predicted a 40 percent chance
of snow in the morning with
decreasing cloudiness in the
afternoon, but the snow fall
continued throughout the day causing
the cancellations of many local and
area events including the WSU
Women's softball game against the
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse
at LaCrosse.
Monday's high temperature was
26 degrees with a low of 18.
Tuesday brought a hint of Spring
back, and temperatures in the 30s
finally melted much of the snow.

CASE YW. LAK E

The extended forecast for the
week called for partly cloudy and
cool with temperatures ranging
from lows in the 20s to highs in the
30s and 40s.

WSU freshman Laurie Ryan, Goodhue, Minn., was one of the many students going to classes Monday who was back to wearing winter garb.
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Potential renters informed of rights
by June Wodele

problems for renters.

Renters and potential renters
seeking information on the rights,
responsibilities and problems of
off-campus living assembled last
Tuesday night in Kryzsko
Commons' Purple Room for a
meeting sponsored by the WSU offcampus housing office.

Informing the students were
Winona Housing Inspector Bill
Durlam and Winona landlord and
realtor Nick Edstrom.

Living off campus can be a good
experience, but for some it
becomes a nightmare. Things such
as discovering a $400 heating bill,
water works that stop functioning,
unclear leases and having needed
repairs ignored can become

Durlam pointed out obligation to
agreement is a legal obligation to
both parties and there are some
specific things that should be
considered before a lease is signed.
The first step is calling the City
Housing Office and finding out if
the place in consideration is
certified. He advised asking
questions when looking at a house

East Lake Winona
to get fishing pier
by Yu-Rung Chen
Lake Winona will have a new fishing pier added to the eastern side
of it on May 15.
The fishing pier is being made by the 25 volunteers belonging to the
Lake Winona Committee.
The committee's activities are sponsored by an anonymous citizen of
Winona. His object is to help children, people and handicapped who
like to fish.
Calvin Fremling, a WSU biology professor, said the sponsor did not
tell people what his name was, but gave money to the committee to
build the pier.
Fremling said it will cost $9,000 to buy materials for the pier, and all
of the workers, teachers, engineers and students volunteering their
time.
The workers will use wood to make the fishing pier, and 100
pontoons will be placed under the pier to keep the pier afloat.
Fremling said there will be a hole in the middle of the pier so fish can
swim under it. The workers will have roped off the pier to prevent any
accidents from occurring.
The plan was made a year ago by the committee. The Lake Winona
Committee put the first fishing pier on the western lake five years ago
to convenience people liking to fish but not having their own boat.
Fremling said it is not often someone will provide funds for a fishing
pier.
After the second floating pier appears on May 15, people will know
who the sponsor is, he said.

PAPA ,
JOHN El

Introduces

or apartment, and making requests
before signing. "Get them on
paper."

places but is not responsible for
conditions or any problems. It
can send students to Southeastern
Legal
Services for advice.

The potential renter should find
out what the apartment or house
includes and what is expected.

However, if students get any
financial support from their
parents they aren't eligible for the
service.

Trash removal, repairs, heat bills
or snow removal may be the
renters' responsibilities.

Kraft said there will be a list of
landlords who have places for rent
this summer and next fall available
in the off-campus housing office
this week.
A list of suggested guidelines is
also available there.

Edstrom added to the list by
suggesting the renter and the
landlord go through the place
together and make a furniture
inventory and record of its
condition.
This may be helpful when it's
time for deposit returns, which
should be returned with five

percent interest.
Edstrom suggested asking about
thermostat settings. Durlam added
that by law landlords only have to
demonstrate that the heating unit
can maintain 68 degrees; what they
choose to set it at is up to them.
Some have a lower temperature
written into the lease, with the
renter paying the cost of additional
heat.
Edstrom also warned about
another law restricting renters
from ordering repairs without the
consent of the landlord.
Head of the off-campus housing
office Jerry Nauman repeatedly
stressed that the housing office at
WSU is nothing more than a
gathering place for information for
use by the student. He said the
office was originated because of
the lack of housing and is nothing
more than a service.
Chris Kraft, who has worked in
the off-campus housing office
since last summer, organized the
meetings. She said she thought it
would be a good idea after dealing
with so many of the students who
got caught in situations because
they weren't aware of their rights
and duties or what to do when
something went wrong.
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In a recent contest in the WSU cafeteria, freshman Michele Welte came
the closest to guessing the exact number of peanuts in the container.
Michele guessed 8,611 and the actual number was 8,597. Michele's effort
earned her a $25.00 check being presented here by Dr. John Kane, vice
president of student affairs, and Mary Young, food service director.

Richard Brown
thought he
was tooyoung
to have a
heart attack.
He wasn't.
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American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

She also said the office can post

Gyros

117 America's
Tastiest
Sandwich:

SUMMER JOBS
$2600 and up for summer!
Midwest company has
openings in many
Wisconsin and Minnesota

Only

$

communities.

2.35

For More Information:

Genuine Athenian' ., Gyros
You're going to lore them!!

Dial the easiest number in town
"Just ,a Step Away....

529 HUFF STREET

452-1234

OPEN DAILY
4:00 P.M.

Interviews at 1:00, 2:00, 3:00 & 4:00PM
Dining Room E, Student Union
Thursday, April 15.
Be prompt-interview will last 20 minutes.
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Campus Shorts
Wednesdays For Women
The topic for the April 14
meeting of Wednesdays for
Women is "Budgeting; Household
Management." Meetings are at the
YWCA from noon-1 p.m. Coffee
will be served, bring your own
lunch. There is no membership or
fee required. Women and men are
invited to attend.

5 p.m. Saturdays and 4 p.m. to 10
p.m. on Sundays.
Holy Week Communion Service
The Lutheran Campus Center
will hold a Holy Week communion
service at the Central Lutheran
Church today at 9:30 p.m.
Everyone is invited to come to the
service.

PALS
Interested in become a PALS
weekend host? PALS are Public
Affairs Liaison Students who
assist the Admissions Office.

The Lutheran Campus Ministry
is sponsoring an open gym April 16
in the old Memorial Gym, from 7-10
p.m.

On April 29 - May 1, PALS will
sponsor their first on-campus
weekend for prospective students.
For this weekend high school
seniors have been invited to come
and interact with our campus
community.

IVCF Meetings
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship will hold its regular
large group meeting April 13 at
7:20 p.m. in Dining Rooms C and D,
Kryzsko Commons. The topic will
be "How important prayer is in our
lives."

Volunteers are needed to house
and host a student. Both males and
females are needed, however the
host must live on campus.
If you are interested in becoming
a host, or wish more information,
please contact Chris Fischer (4547943), or Jodi Palmquist (457-2567)
or any PALS member.
The Writer's Voice
A 30 minute radio show "The
Writer's Voice" presents original
stories, poems, and essays written
by WSU students and faculty, and
can be heard on KQAL, FM 89.5 on
Friday's from 11:30 to noon.
Any students, faculty or staff
wishing to submit manuscripts
should send them to the attention
of Judy Cordes, Audiovisual
Department. Please include name,
local address and phone number.
Medieval Art Exhibit
The Labors of the Months: Five
Centuries of Medieval Calendar
Art, will be on exhibit in the
Maxwell Library foyer April 15-29.
The materials are on loan from
the Pierpont Morgan Library,
Alcuin Library and the Hill
Monastic Manuscript Library,
Saint John's University, and is
funded by a Tri-College/University
Faculty Development grant.
Library hours are 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fridays, 9 a.m. to

sponsored by United Methodist,
United Presbyterian, United
Church of Christ, American
Baptist and Episcopal churches.

must be completed before taking
the state salespersons
examination is scheduled for May
20, 21, 24 and 25.

Real Estate Courses
WSU will offer courses for real
estate salespersons for April, May
and June.

Course III on Finance is offered
June 3, 4, 7 and 8. This course is
approved for 30 hours of continuing
education and may be taken by
anyone who has not used a finance
course for hours or by anyone who
needs a course III.

Course II, post-licensure course,
will meet on April 22, 23, 26 and 27
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in Minne
Hall.
Pre-licensure course I that

"Helping Persons in Crisis" is
the topic for Faith Discussion on
Wednesdays, April 14 and 21 at
8:30 p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry House, 362 Johnson St.
United Campus Ministry is
TIred of the same old routIne?"m"'
Want to put new adventures in your life?
Want something you can hold onto for
life? One of our organizations could be
the right one for you. For more
information stop by the Greek Council
office, in the housing area, second floor
Kryzsko Commons.

March of
Dimes

For more information and to
register, call the Regional Campus
office at 457-2068.

BIRTH DEFECTS
FOUNDATION

...hot, mouth watering pizza!
Made with our special blend of
sauce and natural cheese and
topped with your favorite items!

United Campus Ministry
The United Campus Ministry is
organizing a discussion group
geared to college seniors. Meetings
are held at the United Campus
Ministry House, 362 Johnson St.,
across from the WSU Library. The
first meeting is April 17 at 10:30
a.m. Any interested persons should
contact the Campus Ministries in
the Cooperative Campus Ministry
office in Kryzsko Commons or call
452-2102.

"Peace and Global Survival" is
the theme of the April Soup Series
sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Tuesdays, noon-12:50
p.m., at the United Campus
Ministry House (across from the
WSU library on Johnson Street). A
simple lunch provided for 50 cents
or bring your own. Students,
faculty, and staff welcome.

Support the

Just a phone
call away...

Daily prayer meetings are held
in Dining Room E, Kryzsko
Commons at 4 p.m.

United Campus Ministry is
hiring two students as peer
ministers for 1982-83 to assist with
programs, leadership and contacts
with students. 5-7 hours of work
per week at minimum wage.
Application deadline is April 13.
Contact Linda Kuhn, campus
minister, at 454-3669.

Help Prevent
Birth Defects —
The Nation's
Number One
Child Health
Problem.
Call 452-7774

We'll delivery your hot, delicious
pizza to your door within thirty
minutes at no additional charge.
We're number one in fast, free
delivery, and just a phone call
away...
Fast, Free Delivery

909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700

•

•

••

•

Our drivers carry less than $10

(i)

Limited delivery area
© Copyright 1980 Domino's Pizza Inc.
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Off a large,
2-item pizza!
$2.00 off any 16" 2-item

or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Expires: 5/15/82

Fast, Free Delivery

909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700
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Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity
A Brotherhood Of Value

Rob Scalfaro 457-2483
Or

Jeff Anderson 454-5604

Show You Really Care
Share the responsibility for birth control with her. SEMCAC
Family Planning offers birth control education sessions for
partners. Contact us at 452.4307 or find us in the Yellow
Pages under clinics.
SEMCAC Family Planning
64 1/2 W. 5th
Winona, MN 55987

Off any
large pizza!
$1.00 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:Expires: 5/15/82
Fast, Free Delivery
909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700
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AMERICAN JUSTICE

Economic anxiety
in our futures

In Minneapolis , a Houng
man Killed a pqrsen
the

In Floricin ., a 6 year
old 9;r1 hi tri_Ciossniarta
with
Stick. I heN wen-text
to try harps an acrult.

hos 18th
bsthdas. He was sent
to Jut/4111de court .

.304 before

Columnist Ellen Goodman recently called the class of
'82 "The class of economic anxiety." Aren't we, though?

COua

This year's graduating class, and more than likely
several classes after that, will leave the ranks of higher
education in doubt and worry due to current economic
conditions in "The land of the free and the home of the
brave."
For many students the government is their employer,
paying them not in wages but in student loans, financial
aid and work studies. Right now, it's like waiting for a
pink slip. Dismissed may be many of the loans for
undergraduate study, virtually all loans for graduate
study and much of the financial aid monies. We're in the
process of being canned.
Anxiety is what we feel, all right.

`Midday' a fantastic potpourri

We can feel the pressure build each day as we walk
from class to class. Tuition rises sharply every time we
open a book; aid and loans drop even more sharply every
time we make fee payments. We fear that without
national and state help we won't be here any more.

Dear Editor:
The KQAL program "Midday"
took a bad rap recently in your
letters column. It was described as
dull. Implied was that listeners
would be better served were the
program shut down.

So the class of '82 is lucky to get out, right?
If it is that lucky, then why are so many wondering if
they'll get a job, or if all the time spent here was worth it.

Hardly is "Midday" dull.

I don't think these are the same ifs graduates felt 10,
five or even three years ago. Sure there have always been
worries about getting a job. But none like those more
recently.

This past week I heard a delightful, lively dramatized interview
with an early mountain man, a
black who fled west to escape
slavery. The German series on
what our lives may be like in the
Year 2000 was aired. Brad Arndt

The economic plight of the U.S. is also biting into the
hiring practices of prospective employers. It _seems no
matter what major field a student enters, at least some
businesses in that area have folded or have frozen hiring.

Bloodmobile
a success

Not only do we have to worry while we're here, but
after we get out as well.

Dear Editor:

We have come to the point where, as Goodman says,
"Pursuit of knowledge for a college student has become a
luxury." A luxury we may no longer be able to afford.
Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you the classes of
economic anxiety.

D.D.
IP
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Ross Evavold

..Dr. Sandra Bennett

Columnists

I
would
like
to
offer
congratulations to the WSU
students and staff for their efforts
in giving blood during the recent
Bloodmobile held in Kryzsko
Commons East Cafeteria March 22
and 23. In two days 633 pints of
blood were collected at WSU. The
city total, — 1,255 pints collected —
was a new record for the City of
Winona. WSU's total of 633 units
was 50.4 percent of the city's total.
(Approximately 30 citizens of
Winona are included in this total at
Winona State.)

1. Kevin Dehlin
Mark Savoie
Steve Day

Financial Adviser

Mike Frederick
Art Wagner
Dave Roble
Dr. John Kane

The point is that "Midday" is a
fantastic potpourri. Not every
element appeals to every listener,
but there is something for
everybody every day.
Best of all, much of "Midday's"
content appeals to and excites the
mind.
As
chair
of the
Mass
Communications Department, I am
especially proud of "Midday" as
testimony to what the best
motivated among our broadcast

I

see_ +k e

WSU's student voice

Take a listen, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
89.5 on your FM dial every
weekday, and hear for yourself.
John H. Vivian,
Chairman of the
Mass Communications
Department

"I'l.ayboy

as eXclus;ve t_AvNcoverte

of -Hete

op -+- 1-“Nattcbv1:'

8kAys are reall y ieunr.6.1A
a ifoct Idez. *mto +IAe. 8rovv-4-).
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Voice your opinions

Wtnonan,,

In no way am I suggesting that
KQAL programming should be
wall-to-wall "Midday," but the
program is important in providing
a broad range of content to the
whole Winona Community. And it
is not dull.

MOM

John Kane,
Vice president for
Student Affairs

in the

students can do. Scott Bremer,
program director, and Mark
Didtler, news director, spent four
months developing the concept and
getting the program on the air. It
was an all-consuming task, and now
others, including Beth Dachelet
and Jeff Severson, are contributing
tremendous energy and talent to
producing the two-hour program
every day.

I could go on.

WSU residence hall students
alone contributed 290 units, or
23 percent of the city total. A special
thanks to Scott Peak, Winona
State University Assistant
Director of Housing, and to student
leader, Karen Saelens, for their
fine work and results in directing
the spring quarter Bloodmobile on
campus.

Sharon Rooney
Paul Burmeister
Visa Jinadu

Financial Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising

interviewed a Winona leader in the
nuclear freeze movement. Henry
Hull continued his series on baking
with the kind of modest grocery
budget most of us have. The
literary group organized by Emilio
de Grazia put on another program
of original literature. I picked up
tips for my window sill herb garden
from "Mother Earth News."

7K.C". 7".
CliTatEe‘e
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Point of
view
by Sharon Rooney
The "All New KQ" is changing once again and most of the staff
members there are outraged by the proposed changes.
According to Scott Bremer, the station's director, approximatley 95
percent of KQ's DJ's want to work at professional radio stations upon
graduation. The format the station used before closely resembled
professional stations and KQ members feel this was good experience
for them.
Presently KQ members says that the plans being made for next
year's programming resembles that of a National Public Radio Station.
One member of KQ feels that this will result in 75-80 percent listener
drop.
A "Blue Ribbon" committee was set up by the Dean of Liberal Arts
Jonathon Lawson in order to help prepare programming for next
year. Several KQ members claim that the committee was not fairly
selected stating that the majority of the committee members are pro
NPR.
The "Blue Ribbon" committee prepared surveys for 300 persons in
order to get program proposals for next year.
According to the Mass Communications Department Chairman
John Vivian, the "Blue Ribbon" committee consists of persons with
varied interests and the surveys were evenly distributed.
Vivian said that most of the proposals are for music-oriented
programs. Programs that have already been scheduled for next year
include: The History of the Sea with Henry Hull, On Stage Live, The
Billy Tok Talk Show, featuring profiles of foreign students, three-minute
nursing programs concerning health care, mid-day, and a few recipe
programs.
Vivian claims that experience with programming is vital for DJ's as
opposed to "an 18-hour a day rocker." He also said that KQ will not
sound that much different next year because it will have the same
amount of music as last year. This will be done by expanding the
number of on-air hours for KQ. Vivian added that last year's survey
which showed KQ to be the leading listener station was patently false.
It is a journalist's job to seek and report the truth. In this case, I'm
stumped. There are a few things that I do know for certain. I know that
several dedicated persons have put in literally thousands of hours
during the past five years to make KQAL a professional radio station,
and I know that it is tearing them apart to see what they have built
being destroyed.
I know that several KQ DJ's have missed breaks with their families,
parties with their friends, concerts, games and campus events just to
keep the station's fine reputation as it is. Or should I say, as it was?

Around
the World
by Yiso Jinodu

Hardly a day has gone by without hearing or reading about events in
Poland since martial law was imposed on Dec. 13. Under the umbrella
of the military, specially trained units anti security police began an
unprecedented reign of terror.
Factories have been stormed, where workers defended themselves.
Solidarity members have been arrested. With unique precision, the
police undertook all feasible steps to extinguish every ember of
freedom.
The professors from the Academy of Science have been put in prison
and activities of the religious and Catholic organizations have been
forbidden.
Lech Walesa, the most beloved leader of Solidarity, was arrested
and is still being detained. Recenity, the application to allow Walesa to
attend the christening of his newly-born baby daughter, Maria, was
refused.
This is the most flagrant and brutal violation of human rights,
making a mockery of the Polish signature put on the Helsinki Accords
and is contrary to articles Nine and Fifteen of the United Nations
International Convenant on civil and political rights.
A new chapter of Poland's struggle for independence and human
dignity has opened. I urge the Poles not to give up. The only solution to
this tragedy is a political solution, by dialogue. Violence and
oppression will only aggravate the situation and history proves that
they are bound to collapse.
The road to peace is the only road. The Catholic church in Poland
represents a great moral force, the soul of the Polish nation. The
Solidarity has close to 10 million people. It is natural that through the
three-party talks — the church, Solidarity and the authorities — a real
effort should be made to find accommodation and peace.
This is the moral thing to do and the only road to follow. It is the
only one morality in the human family, the morality of people who live
according to the principles of the truth and justice. It is this morality
which shall prevail.

More letters...
`New' KQ will aid in finding jobs
Dear Editor:
For months now, every time I
pick up an issue of the Winonan
under the title "Letters to the
Editor," I see bleeding hearts
throwing child-like temper
tantrums, crying and bawling their
eyes out.
This all over the fact that the
student-run radio station KQALFM is going to have to do what it
should have been doing since it
first signed on the air: Simply
serve the public interest as an
educational-non-commercial radio
station. There is no commercial
radio station on the face of the
earth that allows an employee to
play anything they want or dictate
station policies, such as our
beloved KQAL.
KQAL's employees will find that
the commercial radio market has
no room whatsoever for
announcers who feel that they can
dictate station policy to
management. Such announcers
usually end up on unemployment.
Now, the time has arrived. The
station was granted its license by
the Federal Communications
Commission under the stipulation
that KQAL provide educational
programming, and programming in
the public's interests.

Certainly, this makes many
announcers unhappy. They won't
be able to play acid rock or jazz or
country for their full listening day.
They will have to give the public
what it should have been giving it
for five or six years: service. I can
see where some bleeding heart
might be upset. It's fun to sit and
play whatever you want. But times
have changed, and so must KQAL.
In the past, the station has been
plagued with shoddy management,

whch allowed the problem to be
swept under the rug. It's a wonder
that the FCC hasn't already
revoked KQAL's license! It's a
shame that those people won't
wake up and smell the coffee...or
maybe they will...after sending out
their 200th audition tape and
resume without one employer
nibble.
Bruce D. Brady
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Abortion Tree - Good Friday - Easter Contradiction
I hang here on the Abortion Tree, dead; ye, dead as can be.
Which of you was my mother? Why did you do this to me?
I did no harm to anyone, had no chance to laugh or cry;
Yet you, my mother, condemned me; you hired a killer, doomed me to die.
You had me murdered before I was born, before I could learn to pray.
Yes, before I could utter the Name of God you killed me,
then threw me away.
You threw me away like garbage, your heart was calloused and cold;
Did you forget, my mother, that I have an immortal soul?
Yes, you had me murdered before I was born;
yet I might have been the one,
The only one to care for you, to soothe and comfort you, my Mom.
No one can predict the future; who knows what your sufferings may be I won't be around to help you, Mom, you hung me on the Abortion Tree!
Submitted by
Robert Schultz
W KS,. app .2.:;• NW lit411:2;416:1S4 ne.4111:4111:2;41bap 11Z4 cit.? 11:2;4111ap
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entertainment arts
Spring Concert plans fall through
According to SCAC president
Annette Fackler, "There will not
be a spring concert."
SCAC began the academic year
with the intention of having one, but
several setbacks forced it to reevaluate this objective. "We
decided it would be better if we
take the money we have, put on a
variety of events and eliminate the
main spring concert," said Fackler.
SCAC began trying to fill the
concert bill in early fall, but
Fackler said she was told by most
agents that they were not booking
for spring yet. Fackler indicated
that their main efforts were
forcused on getting Daryl Hall and
John Oates or Quarter Flash, though
they also tried to get several other
performers.
Fackler said SCAC got its "first
bite" last quarter when they were
unable to get Hall and Oates.
Initially the duo indicated they
might come to Winona State. In
February, SCAC was allowed to
submit a bid. At that time Hall and

Oates were asking for $15,000 plus
an additional $5,000 to cover
production costs. According to
Fackler SCAC offered a
guaranteed $11,000 and 95 percent
of the ticket sales. SCAC lost all
hope of getting Hall and Oates
when the two increased their price
by $5,000.
This, said Fackler, "sent us back
to the drawing board." SCAC
became even more discouraged
when the Quarter Flash possibility
fell through. This group also
indicated they might stop here, but
in early February they decided to
limit their tour to the East, she
said.
Prior to this, Fackler said SCAC
had ruled out Pure Prairie League
because the interest was not there.
She said an informal, face-to-face
poll was conducted, asking
students if they would like to have
these groups for the spring
concert.
"We did not get a very good
response (about Pure Prairie
League) and that immediately

ignited a fear of a concert that
would turn out like last year's
spring concert," said Fackler. "We,
as a committee, would not have
been happy with it because we did
not get a very good student
response."
It was around this time SCAC
decided to scratch the spring
concert. "It was our pure intention
to put on a spring concert, but it's
just the way the dice fell. We had
no control over the events
that happened," Fackler said.
Since that decision was made,
SCAC has brought in comedian
• Gallagher for a performance free to
WSU students. A magic show,
featuring Kramer and Co., is
planned for April, and Michael
Johnson will be back May 1, said
Fackler.
"We feel we've put on as diverse
a program as you can imagine, and
have allocated our funds properly
and to the benefit of the students,"
Fackler said. "I feel we have
appealed to a good majority of the
students."

CASEYW. LAKE

by Carolyn M. Goetzinger

SCAC President Annette Fackler.

The Middle Ages live on for 'Medieval' Winonans
by Cathy Lee Cieminski
March 27 was a lazy Saturday
afternoon and entering the East
Cafeteria was like walking into a
page from Ivanhoe or Robin Hood
and meeting characters-come-tolife; however, no one will ever meet
any of these characters in a novel.
They are original personas created
by members of the Society for
Creative Anachronism, Inc.
Lady Margaret, the abbess of
Shaftesbury, said, "SCA is an
international non- rofit

educational organization of people
who selectively research and
recreate the Middle , Ages by
pretending they haven't ended."
According to the squire of
Mynydd Coron Shire (Winona)
Denys de Caergwen (Russ
Dennison), members do extensive
research on the period that they
have chosen for their personas.
The society considers its every day
lives "mundane" and tries to
recreate the Middle Ages,lifestyle,
he added.

One of the more striking
personas at the gathering was
Lady Margaret. The Shaftesbury
convent was one of the largest
landowners of Medieial England.
In her traditional black habit with
her staff of office - a walnut crook
her husband made for her - she
appears, at first glance, to be a real
nun.
Saturday was dedicated to
needle arts, and members had
come from as far as Winnipeg,
Minneapolis/St. Paul and Iowa to
participate in seminars.

STEVE KEMMERLING

According to Lord Calador, only
the wealthy wore red because the
easy fading of the red dye made it a
luxury. The fading problems were
also the reason people didn't wash
their clothes very often, he added.

A medieval knight dressed for battle.

Calador's persona is from
Reformation England during the
Protestant/Catholic fighting.
Another persona, Lady Bridei Nic
Gillechattan, a 13th century Scot,
takes a hand at the sword and
shield.
While it was highly unusual for a
woman to don battle gear during
the Middle Ages, in the SCA there
are those who do. De Caergwen
explains the SCA monarch is
determined through tournaments,
with the best fighter - male or

STEVEKEMMERLING

Another interesting persona is
the flirtatious Blind Lord John
Calador, a weaver. He is also
legally blind and both his arms are
partially amputated. Lord Calador
has studied medieval clothiers and
can relate many interesting facts
about this aspect of life in the
Middle Ages.

Lady Bride' Nic Gillechattan.
female - ruling the kingdom. The
royal consort is the person whose
"honor" was fought for.
According to SCA guidelines,
combat is based on fair play and
chivalry; it is a field of honor.
Fighters make their own armor
from leather or metal and mock
weapons from rattan. There are
strict safety rules; the worst injury
is usually no more than a bruise,
added de Caergwen.
The SCA has been in existence
for 16 years. There are about 20
local members with an overall

membership of about 20,000. De
Caergwen started the local chapter
last year.
Along with his • wife de
Caergwen's two children are also
in SCA. The group encourages
couples to include their children in
gatherings because according to an
article in their quarterly magazine,
they give events more
authenticity.
Persons interested in learning
more about SCA can contact
Dennison, 661 E. Howard, 4546262.
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Photo students exhibit work
Voicewriter

by Wendy Zauss
A photojournalism exhibit titled
"Visual Perspectives" will be held
in Somsen Gallery, Rm. 119, April
13-23.

by Paul Burmeister

Instrumentals...important

The exhibit will present the
work of two WSU photojournalism
students, Casey W. Lake, and
Kevin Schmidt.

I remember a critic wrote that he didn't think the instrumental, or
song without voices, really has a place in rock and roll. An interesting
thought, even though it brings to mind some very good rock
instrumentals.

Lake's photographs will center
around portraits of people in
different situations and doing
different things. Lake feels people
are more difficult for him to
photograph. That is the reason he
chose the subject for his part of the
show.

Instrumentals, as also in the accompaniment of vocals, are obviously
important. Personally, I'm more attracted by rock's instrumentals
than by its vocals. In spite of this, I'm not too impressed by new
albums of two groups whose playing is top-notch.

Though Lake enjoys sports
photography more than any other
kind of photography. By having a
show exhibiting people, he says he
is able to prove to himself that he
has the ability to be flexible.
Lake feels the show is not to
expose people to his work, but
merely for people's enjoyment.

It's luck, being at the right place,
and having the right angle," he
said.
According to Schmidt, the theme
"Visual Perspectives" was chosen
because "not everything is seen in
the same view."

Schmidt's work will center
around both faces and events. He
describes his show as a
"representation of real life."

Lake and Schmidt both work as
photo editors for the Winonan.
They describe their relationship as
a competitive one. "By him
(Schmidt) trying to improve
himself, I have to keep improving
myself," said Lake.

Schmidt's
love
for
photojournalism stems from being able
to always photograph something
different. "You have to be there.

The gallery will be open from 911 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.

Maybe from a feeling akin to the critic's, great instrumentals with
poor or inconsistent vocals just don't seem to matter.
Inconsistent describes Utopia's music well, and their latest, Swing
to the Right, is no exception. They can be good, as the first two cuts
prove, and they can be brilliant, as "For the Love of Money" (a cover of
Huff/Gamble's '74 hit for the O'Jays) and especially "Shinola" show.
But they can be outright mediocre, as six forgettable cuts
demonstrate.
When their nice, bright sound turns bland, and Todd Rundgren's
sometimes soaring vocals become lifeless, the work of these muchmore-than mediocre musicians is boring, and disappointing.
But I figure four cuts from Swing to the Right and four more off the
B-52's newest, Mesopotamia, would make a very good album.
Mesopotamia, produced by David Byrne, showcases this Atlanta
band's playing ability, with help from Byrne and others. The title cut,
"Loveland," "Deep Sleep" and "Throw that Beat" also show more —
that the B-52's can sing and write songs with the best of younger
bands.

Forensics take fourth in tourney
The WSU Forensics team scored
a fourth place finish in the Spring
Flood Tournament held March 2627 at Mankato State University.

behind the third place team from
St. Olaf College. Concordia
College, Moorhead, captured first
place honors.

sweepstakes
this
Though
competition enabled the team to
close out their regular season by
chalking one up in the win column,
their finish was still a bit
disappointing. The speakers were
within two points of the second
place University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire team and only one point

Scott Ford, a WSU junior, paced
the team,.placing in four of the five
events he entered. This earned him
a third place finish in Pentathlon
competition. He also secured first
place honors in Informative
Speaking and second in After
Dinner Speaking, among other
personal victories.

Other WSU speakers placing in
the tournament included Sarah
Langness with a tie for first in
Poetry Interpretation and Vic Vieth
who earned third place in After
Dinner Speaking.
The Forensics team is now
gearing up for national
competition. Nationals will be held
April 16-19 at Mankato State
University and April 22-26 at Ohio
State University. The squad hopes
to better last year's ninth place
national finish.

But like Utopia, they didn't do it for a whole album, even for one that
offers "six songs at a special price." Save all of your money and wait
for the Utopia/B-52's back-to-back set...on K-Tel, maybe?
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Review:

The Rainmaker stresses hope
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
It's not often Winonans are
treated to a Guthrie production in
their own community, and what a
treat last week's performance of
The Rainmaker was.
The traveling Guthrie troupe
rolled into Winona last Tuesday to
deliver its nearly two-and-a-halfhour version of N. Richard Nash's
play to a full house at WSU's
Performing Arts Center.
revolves
The Rainmaker
around the Currys and the
rainmaker Bill Starbuck. The
Currys are a we-stern plains family
trying to cope with the drought
that has ruined their land and is
killing off their lifestock. It is a
story of conflicts, challenges,
dreams and aspirations.
Set in another time, perhaps a
half century ago, the play was
dustily authentic, complete with
sweat saturated shirts, sun-baked
soil, ancient farm tools and a
weathered windmill.

The cast was less authentic, but
via their costumes and accents and
Nash's dialogue they were
believeable. They obviously put
great effort into projecting their
characters into another era.
The cast was unusually small for
a full-scale production, featuring
only seven characters: H.C. Curry,
his sons Noah and Jim, daughter
Lizzie, Sheriff Thomas, and his
deputy File and the rainmaker
Starbuck. All but Thomas
experienced basic idealogical
transformation in the play's 18hour time span.
Lizzie, portrayed by Alexandra
Borrie, verbally admits her dreams
of falling in love and being swept
off her feet are unrealistic, as she
expresses her fears of ending up an
old maid in the sparsely populated
pioneer West. Through S•arbuck's
love, she grows to realize her
beauty and emerges a woman.
The "new Lizzie" then brightens
File's life, as she successfully
breaks through the stone wall

surrounding his heart. For the first
time in over six years, he admits he
needs someone.
Though in the end Lizzie chooses
File over Starbuck, Starbuck still
has a dream come true, for the first
time in his con man career. He
takes credit for the much
celebrated rains, which, in the end,
brings an end to the drought.
Jonathan Fuller turned in the
evening's best performance with
his portrayal of Jim, a highly
energetic youth trying to become a
man. His brother Noah finally
mellows out and lets him grow.
The list of changes continues,
with the underlying message
stressing the importance of hope
and dreams. A thank-you is in
order for the touring. Guthrie
group for bringing Winona Nash's
play, or is it a comedy, or perhaps a
romance? All elements were
present and all were important for
this successfully delivered
message.

Review:
'

The Company presented 'excellence'
by Cathy Lee Cieminski

An
atmosphere
of
professionalism dominated what
was essentially a special preview of
the Children's Theatre of the Mind
which will be presented by WSU's
The Company to elementary
schools. Their first children's show
was presented to the CochraneFountain City elementary school
the same week as the WSU
preview.
At the March 30 performance in
the Dorothy B. Magnus Theater,
excellence was the adjective of the
day. The troupe skillfully wove
creative interpretations of

children's
poems
interesting
and
performance.

into
an
enjoyable

Although the performance was
designed for a youthful audience,
several selections . reflected
experiences that transcended any
generation gap with themes on:
frustrations with siblings (Sister
For Sale), fears resulting from
hyperactive imaginations (Bear In
There), getting stuck on a
particular food (Peanut Butter) and
attitudes about homework (Book
Report). Some sequences like The
House that Jack Built, Little Miss
Muffet, and • Chicken Little were
familiar though done with

high frequency
A schedule of programming on KQAL
Thursday

11 a.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

The WSU performance was a
definite success and according to
Fusillo, so was the one at CFC. The
production exhibited an overall
wealth of talent and creativity.

11 a.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
6 p.m.
9 p.m.
11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Monday

Tuesday

11 a.m.
7 p.m.
9 p.m.

Coffee, toast and jazz
Charlie Parker & Orchestra
Midday
Henry Hull Show
Acetate Review
Karla Bonoff - Wild Heart of the Young
Midday
Specials Lit
Classic Album Review
Boz Scaggs - Boz Scaggs & Band
Silly Sunday's
Sunday Night Softly
Midday
Tracking Force
Graham Parker - Another Grey Area
Midday
On Stage Live
Take Five
Country Funkin'
Jimmy Buffet - Somewhere Over China

American FM News can be heard at 38 minutes past the hour.

Interested In Joining A Fraternity?
Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity
could be the one for you. Check us
out, see what Sig Taus are all
about. Call Rob Scalfaro at 457.2483
or Jeff Anderson at 454-5604
for more information

ocip People
Power

Support
March of Dimes

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

The New
Jackson Street
Cafe

refreshing twists.
Like the Pheonix, The Company
has risen to new glory after an
eight-year absence. Called the
Children's Theater of the Mind, the
troupe, under the direction of
Vivian Fusillo, had played schools
in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa.
Now, a group of 11, calling
themselves simply The Company,
have recreated this troupe in hopes
of again being able to share live
drama with children.

10 a.m.

ty

West 5th Street

trfresa's
College

Broadway

6 AM to 10 PM Mon. - Fri.
8 AM to 10 PM Sat. - Sun.

Serving: Omelets, Quiches, Soups/Sandwiches,
Desserts,. Herb & Spice Teas.
Nightly Dinner Specials in a Comfortable
"Cafe" Atmosphere.
Cafe
Friendly
Beer & Wine
Atmosphere Now Being Served Services
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Women's tennis team sweeps St. Mary's
The WSU women's tennis team
swept by the St. Mary's College
tennis squad, shutting them out 9-0
March 29. The WSU players also
competed individually in St. Paul
last weekend at the Macalester
College Invitational.
At the invitational tourney WSU
took back a third place in the
singles competition, along with
first and fourth places in the
consolation bracket of the doubles
competition.
"(Mary) Barlau played very well
this weekend, and so did our
doubles teams. But we still have a
ways to go," stated WSU Coach
Betty Kelley. "For the most part,
though, I was pleased with our
showing."
Barlau took third place in singles
by winning three of her four
matches. She whipped a Carleton
College opponent 10-2 and a
Macalester player 10-4 in opening
action on Friday. The reason for
the high scores is that pro sets
were used for the first couple
rounds.

rebounded to win the next four
matches. Their loss came at the
hands of a St. Cloud duo that
eventually won the event.
Boettcher and Gianos regrouped,
though, and beat two different
teams from the University of
Minnesota-Duluth by the same 10-3
score. They also beat two separate
Carleton College pairs, edging the
first one 11-10 and taking both
matches in the second one, 6-2, 6-3.
The WSU team of Peg Kelley and
Annette Pelach captured fourth
place in the consolation bracket.
On the previous Monday the
Warriors pounced on the Redmen
9-0, and dropped just one set.
Boettcher won the number one
singles match 6-1, 6-2, and Barlau,
likewise, had an easy time in the
number two singles 'spot, winning
6-0, 6-1.
In the other singles results,
Gianos won 6-1, 6-2, Mary Jo
Kortan shut out her opponent 6-0,
6-0, Pelach won 6-1, 6-4, and Linda
Sharpe breezed to wins of 6-1, 6-3.

On Saturday Barlau lost her first
match of the tourney 5-7, 1-6. But
she bounced back in the third place
game to win it in three sets, 6-7, 60, 6-2.

one
doubles,
In
number
Boettcher and Gi-anos - were
victorious, 6-0, 6-1. The team of
Barlau and Kortan also took their
match but were the only ones to
lose a set, 6-3, 4-6, 6-0.

The doubles team of Sherri
Boettcher and Lori Gianos lost
their initial match Friday, but then

Pelach and Kelley won 6-0, 6-1,
and Sharpe and Sue Bonucci were
also undefeated at 6-0, 6-1.

Pitching, defense solid

CASEY W. LAKE

by Joyce Higgins

Lori Gianos, above, is about to unleash her serve during a doubles match against St. Mary's March 29. The
Redmen must have had troubles returning them, because Gianos and partner Sherri Boettcher coasted to a 6-0,
6-1 win.

Softball team's hitting suspect
by Brad Arndt
The major objective of the 1982
edition of the WSU women's
softball team is to improve on last
season's lackluster .200 batting
average.
Coach Steve Juaire strongly
believes that his team will be much
improved. "We're as good as any
team in Division II in Minnesota,
but our hitting will determine how
much stronger we will be," he said.
One of the factors leading to
Juaire's high expectations is the
strong nucleus of returning
players. A glance at this year's 20player roster reveals 12 names
which are familiar from last
season's roster, and seven of the
veterans were starters in 1981.
The Warriors' strength most
definitely lies in their defense and
pitching, according to Juaire. As
far as hitting is concerned, only one
player was able to hit for better
than a .300 average last year.
That player, junior second
baseman Kim Empey, made the
Minnesota AIAW Division II all-

tournament team last spring. Two
other infielders are also returning
from last year's starting nine. They
are junior Wendy Jacobs at third
base and senior shortstop Pam
Kapler, who is one of the team's cocaptains.
Seniors Lisa Seifert and Cindy
Dondlinger will once again patrol
the outfield for WSU. Dondlinger,
the other co-captain, was named
along with Empey to the 1981
AIAW all-tournament team. Juaire
called her "a leading hitter, an
aggressive base-runner and a fine
outfielder."
In the pitching department the
Warriors will rely on two Lori's
and one Laurie. Laurie Coffey, who
is finishing off her softball career
here at WSU this year, is the
team's power hitter, as well.
Also back on the mound this
year is Lori Hill, and completing
the Warrior hurling staff is
another junior,' Lori Bergstrom.
Bergstrom is a transfer student
who pitched Austin Community
College to the national junior
college tournament two years ago.

"Our pitching staff," said Juaire,
"should be as good, if not better,
than anyone else's in Division II."
The other veterans on the squad
include sophomore catcher Sue
Jacobson, sophomore first
baseman-catcher Rochelle Soberg,
sophomore pitcher-outfielder Deb
Oppegard and utility player Vera
Vidos.
Vidos, who can play virtually any
position according to Juaire, hit
over .300 in her freshman year and
was named to the AIAW Division
II all-tourney team that year. She
sat out last season with a knee
injury.
The rest of the squad are all
freshmen. They are outfielders
Nancy Anderson, Chris Bartlett
and Mary Jo Kranz, catcher Julie
O'Neil, first baseman Lynn
Cardwell and infielders Laurie
Stary and Sue Eichler.
"I hope to have twice as many
wins as losses," Juaire said when
asked to make a prediction. Last
season the squad finished with a 77 record. The past three years they
have came in fourth in the state

1982 Women's Tennis Schedule
April 7
April 14
April 16
April 17
April 20
April 21
April 23
April 24
April 28
April 30
May 3
May 7

*Southwest State
St. Olaf College
*Bemidji State
*Moorhead State
*UM-Duluth
UW-LaCrosse
Luther College Tournament

Marshall, MN
Home
Bemidji, MN
Moorhead, MN
Home
LaCrosse, WI
Decorah, IA

2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.
St. Cloud, MN
*St. Cloud State
2:00 p.m.
Home
*Mankato State
3:00 p.m.
Home
*UM-Morris
MAIAW Division II Championship
* Northern Sun Conference
Note: Home Events - WSU Courts or Gyms 3, 4, 5, 6

1982 Softball Schedule
April?
April 13
April 14
April 16
April 17
April 20
April 24
April 28
April 30
May 1

Southwest State
University of Northern Iowa
Mankato State
Bemidji State
Moorhead State
UM-Duluth
UW-LaCrosse
St. Cloud State
MAIAW Division II State
Championship

tournament, every time losing out
by just one run.
The Warriors were to have
opened the season last Saturday,
but their game with Luther
College was postponed due to the

Marshall, MN
Cedar Falls, IA
Home
Bemidji, MN
Moorhead, MN
Home
Home
St. Cloud, MN
Duluth, MN

2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
12:00 noon
2:00 p.m.

inclement weather. They are to be
playing Southwest State this
afternoon at Marshall, weather
permitting, and the following
Wednesday will be home to take on
Mankato State, starting at 2 p.m.
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Warriors' trip disappointing
Although the weather was sunny
for WSU's annual jaunt south this
year, the sun failed to shine on the
Warrior baseball team. They
returned to Minnesota this past
weekend with a 3-14 won-loss
mark.
It was almost a complete
turnaround from the previous
year's trip, when the Warriors
came back with a 12-4 record, one
of their best southern swings ever.
really very, very
"I
am
disappointed," WSU baseball coach
Gary Grob said realistically. "It
wouldn't have been so bad if we
had been beaten by the other
teams, but we beat ourselves. and
that is what hurt."

KEVIN SC H M IDT

Gustavus Adolphus squeezed
past Winona March 28 in St.
Joseph, Mo., 5-4, as the Warriors
were slapped with as many errors
as they had hits — six.

Jean Schuler is pictured above displaying the bronze trophy she won at
the national gymnastics meet in Denver March 27. The All-American
freshman gymnast is the third best Division II gymnast in the floor
exercise event.

Winona was beaten in three out
of four contests by Northeastern
Oklahoma State. Juniors Carl
Kruger, Kyle Poock, Brian
Barnholdt, and Brad McAreavy all
swatted home runs. In Winona's
15-2 win they came up with eight
straight hits to power them to an
eight-run fifth. Lefty Greg
Verthein surrendered just four
hits while striking out eight. He
had pitched a no-hitter in the club's
first game.
Kruger, who hit .375, was the

*014 T vas
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real surprise of the trip, according
to Grob. "He was one kid who did
exceptionally good, under the
circumstances," stated Grob.
"When we went down there, I
thought Carl would see just limited
action. He wound up starting 12 of
the last 13 games, either at second
or short."
WSU then moved on to Joplin,
Mo., where they dropped three of
four games with Missouri Southern
State last Wednesday and
Thursday.
The Warrior win came in
unusual fashion, through the aid of
a triple play. The score was tied in
the fifth inning and Missouri had
runners on the corners with no
outs. Third baseman John Scanlon
fielded a ground ball and threw to
Greg Johnson at second for a force
out. ,
Johnson then threw home to
catcher Rick Lilla and Winona had
the Missouri runner trapped. A
toss to Scanlon, and there were
two outs. Scanlon then threw back
to Johnson, who was being charged
by the batter. Johnson tagged him
out and the inning was over. WSU
went on to win the game 10-5.

The final two games of the road
trip were against Wichita State,
which beat Winona badly in both
games. "Those last two games left
a lasting impression on me,"
remarked Grob.
He blamed part of the team's
poor play on all of the new
personnel his squad has this year.
"Only one player, Rich Meier, is
playing in the same position this
year."
So Grob expected the Warriors
to take awhile getting untracked.
"But not this long," he said.
"It really boils down to simple
baseball mistakes, elementary
Little League mistakes that we
made," assessed Grob, who said he
would be going back to the basic
fundamentals with his club this
week. He added that he wasn't
planning any radical changes at
this point.
The Warriors are slated to play
their home opener this afternoon,
weather permitting, against
Luther College. Action should
begin at 1 p.m. at Loughery Field.
WSU is also hosting the University
of Minnesota-Duluth this weekend,
with game times of 2 p.m. on Friday
and 12 noon on Saturday.

1982 Baseball Schedule
April 7
April 9
April 10
April 13
April 16
April 17
April 20
April 23
April 24
April 27
April 30
May 1
May 3
May 4
May 7
May 8
May 10
May 14-15

Luther College
*UM-Duluth
*UM-Duluth
*Southwest State
*Moorhead State
*Moorhead State
*UM-Morris
*Northern State
*Northern State
*Southwest State
UW-Eau Claire
Alumni Game
UW-LaCrosse
*UM-Morris
*Bemidji State
*Bemidji State
University of Minnesota
NAIA District 13
Championship
May 21-22 NAIA Area 4 Championship

Horne
Home
Horne
Horne
Moorhead, MN
Moorhead, MN
Morris, MN
Aberdeen, SD
Aberdeen, SD
Marshall, MN
Home
Horne
LaCrosse, WI
Home
Home
Horne
St. Paul, MN
MIAC Champion

1:00
2:00
12:00
2:00
2:00
12:00
2:00
2:00
12:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
2:00
12:00
2:00

*Conference Games

1 Pitcher Only with each Pizza!

Got nothin' to do on Monday or Tuesday
nights? Then come to Godfather's Pizza,
order one of my mouth-watering small,
medium or large pizzas and I'll throw in a
pitcher of Coke or beer for just a quarter.

Godfather's Pizza

TM

Mankato
Owatonna — Albert Lea
Rochester — LaCrosse
Northfield — Winona

-

SQUEEGEE TEE'S
Custom Printing

1461 1/2 West Fifth
(across from Westfield Golf Course)
452.5100
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Winonans are still dancing to the musk
by Carolyn M. Goetzinger
All across America people are
throwing on their sweats; spinning
their latest aerobic dance discs and
trying to shake off a few unwanted
pounds. Winonans are no
exception.
Two WSU students, Linda
Wuestenberg, a senior, and Carol
Anderson, a junior, organized an
aerobics/dancercize/jazzercize class
last fall. The class was so
successful they decided to offer it
the past two quarters as well. It is
held Tuesday's " and Thursday's
from 7 to 8 p.m. in Old Memorial
Hall.

REID HALS T ENRUD

The women estimate that 60 to
100 people attend each session.
Most of them are regulars. The
women also noted that though a
few men do come to the classes, the
overwhelming majority are
women, most of whom are
students.
Anderson and Wuestenberg are
therapeutic majors. As a course
requirement, one of their
instructors asked them to do a
community project. Their aerobics
class is the result. -

Some WSU students decided to work their way into shape through an aerobics/dancercize/jazzercize
class, which meets in Old Memorial Hall every Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
The Winonan sports staff needs your co-operation for a new feature this spring. We would like to start an intramural
column, which would have highlights from as many softball games as possible.

In their classes they do aerobics,
dancercize and jazzercize.
Jazzercize involves - more
stretching, explained Anderson,
and is directed toward more
specific muscles. Aerobics, on the

In order to do this, we ask that the captain of the winning softball team would write a couple of sentences telling who
got the winning hit, who hit homeruns, who made outstanding defensive plays, etc.
- Then give this to the umpire, and we will try to print highlights from as many games as space allows us.

Check Out These
Warehouse Specials

other hand, involves toning up
general muscle areas. The women
also noted that there is a greater
emphasis on breathing and the
cardiovascular system in aerobics.
Dancercize is primarily concerned
with the leg muscles, they said.
Wuestenberg said one of the
reasons aerobics is growing in
popularity is because it can be done
anywhere, both individually and in
groups. The latter is particularly
advantageous, she pointed out,
because there tends to be a lot of
support from other group
members. "Peer pressure," said
Wuestenberg, "keeps a lot of girls
going, because when they stop
they see everyone else is still doing
it."
A general consensus also
attributes aerobic's popularity to a
semi-recent trend toward a greater
emphasis on physical fitness.
Anderson also noted that it is a
non-seasonal activity that can be
done throughout life.
"It's fun and it's good for you,"
said one aerobics enthusiast.
"After you get done doing this
(dancercize) for an hour, you have
all kinds of energy."
Another
enthusiast,
Anne
McLoraine, a sophomore, said she
enjoys aerobics "because it takes
away the monotony of just
exercising without music."

"Sun Fun For Everyone"
T.M.

POOL CENTRES AND SAILING SHOPPES
350 East Sarnia, P.O. Box 38
Winona, Minnesota 55987

Phone 454-1116

• Miller - 6 Packs
• Blatz Light Creme Ale
- 6 Pack Cans
• Pabst - 12 Pack Cans
• Blatz - 12 Pack Bottles
• Old Style - 12 Packs Bottles
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If you enjoy the speed
and excitement of skiing,
the challenge of surfing,
or the thrill of flying free
in a hang glider, you'll
love the wind surfing rig.
You can ride free
on the winds at

Warehouse
Liquors
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"From Warehouse
to Your House"
176 E. THIRD ST.

452-1821

speeds of over 20 mph.
Hours: M-W 9:00-6:00
Th-F 9:00-9:00
Sat. 9:00-6:00
Sun. 12:00-5:00

Come down and give us a look.
Ask about our rental
and instruction program.
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Upcoming Sports Events

Sports in Brief
Although it was little more than
a week ago that the gymnastics
team finished their season by
placing fourth in national
competition, it is never too early to
look forward to next year.
It looks like Coach Steve Juaire
has done it again. Last year was
one of his finest recruiting years
ever, and without the help of those
five freshmen the WSU gymnastic
team wouldn't have competed at
Denver.

Both Hepker and Boos played in
all of the team's 27 games during
1981-82. Boos was the Warriors
second leading free throw shooter,
converting 76 percent of his free
shots. He averaged 7.4 points per
game, and was far and away WSU's
leading passer, getting credit for
60 assists for the year...
WSU wrestler Brian Ryan, who
finished second in the NIC meet,
competed in the NCAA Divison II

Date
April 7

national wrestling tournament,
held in Kenosha, Wi. last month...
The intramural softball program
is all geared up and ready to go. As
usual, though, the spring weather
will probably end up calling most of
the shots. The softball schedules
are posted on the intramural
bulletin board in Memorial Hall,
and that is where to check to see if
games are called off.

April 8
April 9

April 10
April 13

Event
Baseball vs. Luther College (1:00)
Softball vs. Southwest State
Men's Tennis vs. Hamline
Women's Tennis vs. Southwest State
Men's Tennis vs. St. Cloud State
Baseball vs. UM-Duluth (2:00)
Men's Tennis vs. Moorhead State and
UM-Duluth
Baseball vs. UM-Duluth (12:00)
Men's Track vs. UW-Stevens Point
Baseball vs. Southwest State (2:00)
Women's Golf - WSU Invitational

Site
Home
Marshall, MN
St. Paul, MN
St. Paul, MN
St. Cloud, MN
Home
Duluth, MN
Home
Stevens Point, WI
Home
Home

Already three high school
seniors have committed
themselves to WSU. They are
Renee Dorn from Osseo, Mary
Connley from Burnsville and Mary
Cortesi from Illinois. Dorn placed
high in the state tournament on the
uneven parallel bars, and Connley
is from the Class AA state
championship team. She also
qualified in the state tourney on
vault.
Two other gymnasts are
considering becoming Warriors.
They are Annette Tessier from the
Class A team champion,
Mahtomedi, and Karen Walth from
Robbinsdale. Tessier competed in
the state tourney on vault and
bars, and Juaire is hopeful that
both girls will come to Winona
State next year.
There are also two other girls
who are visiting WSU, either this
week or in the next couple of
weeks. Lisa Scott from Ankeny,
Iowa, was the Iowa state champion
in the floor exercise, and Joan
Spiel from Arlington Heights, Ill.,
are both listing WSU in their plans
for next year. Spiel's high school
team placed second in the Illinois
tourney.
"This group of girls would make
this recruiting year as good a year
as we have ever had," Juaire said
enthusiastically...
A basketball team made up of
some WSU students and graduates
competed this past weekend in the
National Amateur Basketball
Association's national tournament
in Tucson, Ariz.
The team, Winona Siding, had
previously captured the Class AA
amateur championship in
Minnesota. Last Friday they
advanced into the second round of
the national tournament by
downing Air Force 97-88...
ars

In other basketball news, WSU
players Eric Hepker and Jeff Boos
were awarded all-conference
honors last month. Hepker, a 6'6"
senior foward, was named to the
second team all-NIC, while Boos, a
5'10" senior guard, was placed on
the honorable mention allconference team.
Hepker was a starter for the
most part of his four years here at
WSU, and both he and Boos were
last year's co-captains. Hepker led
the Warriors in scoring last season
with a 14.5 point average. He was
also their leading rebounder,
pulling down 7.4 per game, and tied
for the highest field goal
percentage on the team, making 53
percent of his shots from the field.
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This T-shirt. offer cant be topp
Order now!
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This red & white T-shirt, for men and
women, is made of 500/0 combed cotton

and 50010 polyester, styled with three athletic stripes on the raglan sleeves.
Please send a check or money order for $4.95 per T-shiri (no cash, please) to
Seagram 's 7 Crown Tshirt Otter 2
1662, New York, N.Y. 1015

P.O. Box

Pte e. Pon'
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College
Address
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City

Zip
State

Adult sizes only. Specify quantity.
L
T-shirt @ $4.95 ea., S
M

•

XL

Amount Enclosed $

Offer expires December 31, 1982. No purchase necessary. New York residents add 8.25% sales tax. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for shipment.
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